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Because Letters Don't Deliver
19 Years Late
EMMY RODAY

I imagine digging a hole in my backyard
and filling it with love letters. Or eulogies.
Probably in the dirt patches between the grass
we've been trying to grow out for years.
It's the earth young-me pretended
was a portal into another time,
after all.
If it didn't deter buyers so much
I would do it.
I would confess the wood floors
have seen more generations of our family
than I have.
'Ihe porch steps have sat every waving goodbye
to loved ones, leaving ones.
And still, no matter how many paintings we hang,
there are no remainders
to set places at the dinner table.
Ps. The oak tree in the front yard
burns a deep red before losing itself
all together.

7

Before Mom Throws You Out
SASHA WILSON

My poor, dilapidated converse,
once pearly white.
You did not make it
through the year.
You lived through dust storms
car crashes, floods,
105-degree weather, horse shit.
You ran past signspleading to walk slowly.

8

Laces hid specs of goat blood
and your shoe cap traced
Pushkin's
Bac
in faded sharpie, now crossed out.
I abandoned you behind the slums—
among the heaps of trash, the animal carcasses,
and walked the same route home
less familiar now.
Ihe successor will be black
harder to stain
easier to let go.

I "I loved you once"
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Levitation
HANNA FEUER
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Caterpillars
SAMANTHA CULBERT

I stand in front of the mirror at 5 a.m. I go through the steps: part
soaking wet hair to the left, gel down, pull hair back TIGHT, bobby pin
as needed. Hair. Check. I got this.
I open my caboodle full of makeup. Foundation first. I cake it on thick.
Blush. Its a purplish color way too dark for my skin, but we will get
marked down if our faces look different. Lipstick. A garish red. I get
some on my teeth, and it tastes like soap.
Okay, hardest part: eyes. Line right at the waterline. I poke my eyeball
with the crayon. As I shriek, my mom knocks on the door to ask if I
need help. No, no, I got this. I need to learn. All of the other 10-yearolds on my team can get ready by themselves.
10

I pull out a package with the caterpillars. That's what my mom calls
them. Eye caterpillars. I put a fine layer of eyelash glue on the fake
lashes. Wincing, I stick both of them to my lids. Let them dry.
Something's not right. My eyes burn and itch. It gets worse. My mom
comes in by the time I'm in hysterics. She lifts me onto the edge of the
sink and removes the clingy caterpillars. Leaning over me, she runs a
washcloth under warm water and presses it gently to my eyes to wash
off the glue.
"I don't know why they make you get so dolled up for these things,"
she says quietly. My studio prescribes a strict hair and makeup rou
tine for dance competitions, including fake eyelashes. Examining the
tube of lash glue, my mom reads the ingredients. "Latex. 1 think you're
allergic. Well better you find out now, then ..." she looks up. I'm still
sniffling. She kisses me on the forehead.
Soon, we're in the car with my costumes packed in the trunk. My mom
offers to stop to get me some Benadryl, but I say no. It will make me
sleepy. I want to dance today, and I want to dance well. She nods,

noting how the swelling and hives have subsided. "Hey, forget about
those dumb caterpillars," she says.
1 tell her I'm going to smile so big to distract the judges from my bare
eyelids. "You don't even have to smile for all I care," she replies coldly.
After a pause, she reaches for my hand and adds, "Just have fun."
1 look down. Shoot. 1 forgot to take off my chipped nail polish. My
mom sighs as she exits the highway to find a CVS. In the parking lot,
she hands me some money and says to be quick. Inside, I grab a small
bottle of nail polish remover. It's going to make the car reek of acetone,
but I have no choice. As I pass through the cosmetic aisle on the way to
the register, I scrutinize myself in a mirror surrounded by fluorescent
lights. I turn back to look for eyelash glue without latex.
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Crescenthood
SOPHIA FORNWALT

Love like a peach pit, spooned out one sunbleached morning,
One another left in sacred bleeding crescents.
Sliver between pine trees, a blink between a new moon,
I, bathed in shadow-light, teary-eyed and grateful,
Wondering at the moon's twofold nature—
Fullness of face left in memory, filling the gaps
Caressing her cratered cheek.
Nothing lost, only crescented. Visage of virginity lies somewhere—
A Fertile Crescent of the heart—where I keep you,
And your shadow. Waxing and waning, cards close to chest until
whole again.
A gathering of self—a fulness of crescent kept in coat pockets,
Clenched fist grasped firmly to its own bone and body.
12

No faceless "I," only change in the moon cycle.
Protect oneself in the meantime. Jar up my moonshine musings
In lavender twilight, hazy on pale skin—back around full circle,
Morning prayers before a blue moon.
Glistening welcome to crescenthood.

A Damn Good Substitute
FIONA ELLSWORTH

"What did you mean when you said love?"
The smell of glue and cardboard stung my nostrils. Could this give me
cancer? All these tiny particles waiting through my bodily openings.
These synthetic packaging odors. Mass production. Capitalist, consumerist, charismatic America. It would be the death of us all. The box
cutter slid smooth and sure through the grimy clear packing tape, and
I gutted the box like a woodland animal. Dry carcass spewing styrofoam across the linoleum counter.
"I don't think you could have meant what I meant. You couldn't have
meant it at all. What did you mean?"
13

What do they call these things? Packing peanuts? They squeaked like
rubber in my hands as I gathered them up. I could kill squirrels with
these. Tangle the intestines of some curious raccoon, clog a cat's gut.
Trash. So damningly dangerous. This too, would kill us all.
"It's like we were speaking two different languages, hike some sort of
fucking code."
Now for the diamond in the rough, the glittering heart at the center
of all this blood and gore. A plastic sleeve kept the gritty cardboard
dust off. It slid away like water and I hefted the expensive weight in my
hand. No one else got to see it like this. No one saw it newer, shinier,
than I did. Still cold from the truck ride, my fingers left smoky prints
on its silver surfaces.
"I don't care what you meant. I know now what you are, inside. Rotten.
Clear to the core."
The roll of stickers was fatter than my wrist. Hundreds of numbers
probably. Humans can count alright. There's a knack to peeling one
off. Its taken me awhile, but I like to think I've something of a talent
for it now. It's not just about the fingernail sliding under the sticky

corner, you've got to bend the top sheet a little too, curving it up from
the dense roll till the sticker comes right off, slick, the way it's supposed
too. None of that gumming up of the works, when the paper tears a
little and you get some of the under sheet as well.
I don t want to hear from you again. Never again. I don't care anymore, I just don't."
Just another number. The sticker went under the barcode. Meaning
less digits, except in relation to all the other little white stickers, under
the other barcodes. Barcode. Sticker. Digits. So technical. How smart
I was getting. How professional. It took mere moments to break the
cardboard down, slide it next to the recycling. A clear counter, and
the hour hand lay straight down across the face, perfect subdivision.
Order might not be beauty, but it's a damn good substitute.
"Stop. Just stop. I'm saying goodbye now. I mean it. This is the end."

Dearly Beloved
JOSH ABERMAN

From Letters Between Jim Fuller and Kay Fuller,
My Great-Grandparents

I.
I remember, anon, the 18th day
of the first month of the year
1937.
Ihat such glory should
have touched my life.
Man has little
control.

15

1 have purged myself, and I walk
and talk with easy mind. The great
day is yet to come ... the Glory Road
is opened once more ... we shall walk
together in all surety.
Insofar,
as Jim Fuller is concerned:
I have believed in no one
during my lifetime.
But I trust you
as I trust in nothing else in all the world.
II.
You must enjoy my vision
Great
sprawling
new horizons.
You must gird

of the future.
with unlimited

your mental loins—

bear me company

along this way
has destined

to whatever place
for me.

God

You will know
No more
mortal despairs.

no more hours
doubts;

of darkness,
no more

III.
Marie: Pray forget.
Marie: Pray.
Marie: Forget.
Marie. Marie. Marie.
Pray. Forget.
Marie: I sense that it was a heart
less, lamentable thing. Marie:
pray forget.
16

IV.
The House of God is
suddenly arrested
by the music of an
organ. I have been
arrested by the
haunting, ever-present
memory of you.
What might have been
had I been less heedless,
less besotted, less blind?
V.
I have purged my conscience
and emerged from the bath
like Ganymede from the clouds.

The hood of selfness,
which covered my blind eyes,
has been exchanged
for a hood of travesty and despair.
VI.
Like Euripides I have found
solace
only through banishment from all
things I once held dear. Like that
celebrated Athenian, too, I emerge
capable
even of duplicating his "Iphigenia
at Aulis"
or
"Cyclops."
VI.
Through your voice with choked emotion, millions moved
who had no notion, no single thought beyond promotion
of their selfish, craven souls ...
Millions moved to consternation, by the dreadful contemplation
of a broken, ruined nation, as others have been moved
before... within their selfish souls;
By your anguished, crying plea ... to all for closer harmony,
from Lakes to Gulf, from sea to sea ... you've torn the
shadows down ...
You've set the fateful wheels to turning, the fires of Liberty
to burning, set patriotic hearts to yearning at every
hearth in every town;
Aye... you've torn the shadows down ... you've set the wheels to
rolling 'round, the very grist is being ground by which
to win to Freedom's shore ...
And in your deep, deep remorse, you've somehow set the proper
course through which we'll gain the mighty force by
which to win this final war ... this bloody, hateful war.
And when again the world is still, when the cannon's crashing
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blasting trill has served up Mars his greedy fill... then
you'll find your just reward;
Aye ... you'll have your well-earned rest, when once again the
world is blessed by the Prince of Peace, so long distressed
while the cannons fumed and roared ...
'Tis then you'll take your rightful place, which all of Time
may not efface ... in the sacred halls of the human race,
where the mighty alone have trod ...
There you 11 keep, in the hearts of your fellow men, a ren
dezvous with men who have been ... beyond poor mortal's
finite ken ... in truth in the image of God.
VII.
Pray
forget.
Suddenly,
arrested
by the music
of an organ.
VIII.
Now I know only a cold, fearless resolve
—sprung from the newborn part of my being—
which holds you above the common fancies
of your sex.
Which places you upon a pedestal from which you must
never wander again. The little thoughts of little people ... the little
intrigues of petty, jealous women ... such as Genevieve Reynolds
the tiring, wearing, destroying poison of their suggestions and their
cheap, tawdry tricks of deception are calculated, please believe me,
only to pull you down to their level...
IX.
I have concluded, my dear one, to make full
use of my newfound medium ... which is
to say the pen ... and to make it pay. So that

your sufferings shall be alleviated. So that,
in fact, you will soon be able to tell Mr. Capitalshitz
goodbye.
X.
Dear Kay,
There are four of these screen vehicles as follows:
1) "The World At Her Feet" for Monogram, starring
Irene Dunne or girl
like her can sing;
2) "When the Lights Come On," for Twentieth Century
Fox, starring a lady
like Loretta Young;
3) "Too Much Bonus," for Johny Considine, written especially
for Wallie Beery;
4) "Mabel You Mustn't" for Louis Mayer, starring
a so-and-so like Joan Crawford.
All set?
XI.
I feel
tonight
like Paris
must have
been in
the Spring.
Gay;
debonair.
Uplifted and
uplifting and
all uncaring

19

that the world
will pass me
by while
Summer's breath
tints the land;
For you,
as a clean breath
of salt-washed air,
were like Paris
in the Spring.
Another weary day
is flown. Another
moon-washed night
impends. Another
milestone
passed. Another
20

notch in the belt
ofTime. Another
night to dream of you;
to dream of our dreams
and their fulfillment
in the happy day
to come.
XII.
Finally,
the day when I may call, softly
across the acres, no longer empty,
no longer many, saying:
fear the shadows down, and come to me
—come to me my love.
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Street, Lights
WILLIAM POUNDS
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Demonology
DANIEL OLIVIERI

Back then, we were disappointed with the lack of monsters under our
beds, with the murderers not lying in wait for us, with the severed
limbs not buried in our backyard. We liked the idea of demons and
arsonists and serial killers because by the summer after eighth grade,
we'd run out of things to be afraid of. We weren't afraid of adults be
cause they always let us off with a warning. We weren't afraid of our
parents because they felt anything we did wrong was really their fault.
We weren't afraid of bullies because we were the bullies.
Daylight meant that we were trespassing our way through the cedar
woods or getting kicked out of Seven Eleven. It meant we were catch
ing crawdads in the river or staking claim to our usual corner of the
nearby parking lot. In all our summer days, not once did we encounter
Satan himself. We never even managed to find a disemboweled corpse.
The only blood we saw was from picking at our scabbed knees.
Nighttime meant we stopped going after monsters and tried to get
them to come to us. It meant we were drawing pentagrams with high
lighters or reading incantations off of PDF files. We spent at least two
dozen midnights calling out for Cthulhu, for Asmodeus, for Baba Yaga,
for anything that might eat us whole. We knew that safety was the real
danger. It we were eaten, we wouldn't have to see summer end, wouldn't
need to move on to high school, wouldn't need to turn fourteen.
It didn't work. Summer did end. We did move on to high school.
Our dad baked us lemon cake for our fourteenth birthday.
The demons accompanied us into high school. They appeared doodled
in the margins of my biology notes and on the walls of every bath room
stall you sat in. They had horns that jutted out of their heads at odd angles
and long tongues that curled in on themselves. Sometimes they carried
swords. More often, though, we drew them with wings and no hands.
We kept up with our rituals too. We would still call out to the spirit
world on Friday nights. Still try new spells. Still set out unlit votive
candles and sacrifice kit-kats or army men. But now we'd try to get our
summoning wrapped up by eleven-thirty because you didn't want to
be tired for soccer practice in the morning.
While we kept up our interest in monsters, our interest in criminals
waned. By November of 9th grade we'd discovered them and had been

underwhelmed. Everyone knew that Davis Horwat could get you an
ounce of pretty good weed in a ziploc bag for thirty-five dollars. Jared
Miller could get you an ounce of mediocre weed for only twenty-five
dollars. We bought when we had the money—from Davis when we
could, from Jared when we had to.
Around the same time we got into weed, we got into Dungeons and
Dragons. First we played at lunch, then after school, then on Friday
nights. We ended up with a whole D&D gang: Tristan as a paladin,
Spencer as a rogue, Elena as a barbarian, you as a warlock and me as
Dungeon Master. Sometimes Davis Horwat would come too, just to
watch. It was fun, but it was different from summoning. The character
sheets, the D20s, the little plastic figurines—they all put a layer of pre
tending between us and the monsters.
The next demon, though, that we didn't have to pretend for. It was
small. Small enough to fit inside mom's head, but big enough that it
had its fists clenched around her whole body. Our parents had been
worried about this since before we were born, but now they could no
longer hide it from us. Mom would miss work and forget to pick me up
from Science Olympiad. She'd drink sometimes when dad was away
and give us forty dollars to go buy dinner. She went to a therapist. Then
another. 'Ihen a psychologist. Then another. And it turned out that
this demon was resistant to exorcism, no matter how many PhDs its
exorcist had accumulated.
We got jobs. You bagging the town's groceries, me selling the town
its milk and cigarettes. To our surprise, we made good employees. We
showed up on time, picked up extra shifts, only dawdled a little when
coming back from fifteen minute breaks. When kids tried to steal, we
told them to scram and said we were going to call the police, but never
did. Never even intended to. We had enough money now that we could
always buy from Davis. It was convenient timing. It wasn't long before
Jared was busted and snitched on most of his clients. By that time he'd
forgotten about us.
The Dungeons and Dragons petered out just a week or two before
the party was going to fight Abraxas the Unfathomable. None of us
wanted to stop playing. Our Friday nights had just filled up with sig
nificant others or new friends or both. Ihe adventuring party that had
cut its way through mind flayers and rescued the town of Vanaheim
from storm giants ended up beaten by scheduling conflicts.
In the same way that Dungeons and Dragons fell apart slowly,
mom moved out slowly. First she was just in a day program. Her
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newest psychologist said it was a good place for "people like her," not
specifying what that term meant. She still had no diagnosis. Or, rather
she had so many different and conflicting diagnoses that it was the
same as none. Before long, she was at the hospital almost every week
day. And then she was spending some nights there too. And then one
night we brought her toothbrush over so she wouldn't have to borrow
one. Then it was her copy of David Copperfield, then her orthopedic
pillow. And as we kept bringing things, she kept saying that it'd be an
ordeal to pack up all this stuff when she moved back into the house.
I nodded and so did you, but I knew she wasn't going to move back
home in the same way I knew there wasn't going to be another session
of Dungeons and Dragons.
And then it was colleges. You applied to in-state colleges to be close
to mom. I applied to out of state colleges to be away from mom. We
wrote our Common App essays. Mine was about working in the grocery
store, yours was about the time we got to meet Vin Diesel. I sent out
a transcript with mostly A's and some B's and you sent one out with
mostly B s and some As. When we heard back, we were both happy.
Now that we're getting ready to go off to college, you've started
talking about us in middle school. You say, "Man, we weren't afraid of
anything or anybody back then."
I say that I disagree.
"What were we afraid of then?" you ask.
And I smile and say, "Us." I explain that it's the two of us right now
that we were afraid of. It's the versions of us that have let our knees
unscab and have forgotten how to catch crawdads in the creek. It's the
versions of us that pay money for candy bars instead of stealing th em.
"The demonology and the spells and the sacrifices," I say, "that was our
way of not being afraid. That was supposed to be our way of avoiding this."
And you shrug and you look away because you don't want it to be
true. \ou don t want us to have disappointed our former selves. And
then you 11 say something like, "We did get what we wanted, though.
We wanted to get eaten alive right? Well, we did. We did get something
to eat us. The I)&D and our jobs and the weed and everything. That
was the middle school versions of us getting chewed up."
But then what's going to happen to the current versions of us once
we go to college?"
"They're gonna get chewed up too, if we're lucky."

The Difference between a Coincidence,
a Miracle, and a Haunting
DANIEL OLIVIERI

My friend Elliot thinks in right angles and equations. To Elliot, light is
a frequency of photons, love a neurochemical reaction, sixty-nine just
the number before seventy. He believes things only after they've passed
a T-test for significance and often not even then (correlation does not
imply causality, he'd say). In seventh grade, I told him about a family
friend who had just died of cancer. When she'd been diagnosed, she
had prayed to God to live for just five more years. Exactly five years
later—five years to the day—she found out that she had just weeks left
to live. Elliot was unimpressed. "It's a selection bias," he explained.
''Ihe stories where prayers come true are publicized. The countless
times prayers don't come true are ignored."
It was a reasonable explanation. Elliot was good with reasonable ex
planations. But there are moments that defy explanation. Events that
will knock the skepticism right out of your mind, will send logic forty
feet into the air, will trample over reason. Even for people like Elliot.
A little Clarke family history:
When Elliot's little brother Mason was young, he broke his arm
tailing off a trampoline at his friend Cole's birthday party. Ihe next
year, Mason went to Cole's party again and again broke his arm. So
the count is:
•
•
•

Two birthday parties.
Two broken arms.
One friend named Cole.

Mason was three years advanced in math, but only because being
four years advanced wasn't an option. One day when Elliot and I were
seniors in high school, we sat in one of the Clarkes' living rooms (they
have two) and had an academic strategy session. Should Mason take
Honors US Government or AP? AP, definitely, AP had the best teach
ers. Should he take AP Computer Science? No, that was a class to savor.
He should save it for junior year.
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When we were done Elliot said, "He might even get into MIT." Elliot
hadn't gotten into MIT, despite the near perfection of his SAT scores.
By helping to plot Masons schedule, Elliot was giving Mason a better
chance at MIT than he'd had. People who think in right angles are no
less loving than anyone else, they just tend to show it in more practical
ways. This was his.

26

Two days later, early in the morning, I got a text from Elliot. It said that
his brother Mason had died. It seemed impossible. There was no way
a thirteen-year-old could die. Or at least, no way a thirteen-year-old
that I knew could die. More than that, there was no way one text could
carry news that enormous, that life-changing. But there it was, right
there on my phone.
When I saw Elliot's dad that day, he looked like he had aged forty yea i s.
His beard had suddenly gone gray and ragged. His arms splayed out at
unnatural angles when he walked, like he d forgotten he had arms at all.
It would be hard for Elliot to go back to a school without his little
brother in it. He took a few days off. When he returned, everyone knew
what had happened. People who previously hadn't known Elliot s name
now pointed and whispered, "Is that the brother...?" Elliot didn't pay
much attention to them. There were practice AP tests to take, loga
rithms to calculate, for-loops to write.
He even went to gym class. We were doing a unit on tchoukball at
the time. Tchoukball is a Swedish sport. It's more or less like basketball
but with trampolines rather than nets. While playing, Elliot dived a
little too hard for a ball. When he landed, he landed on his arm. He
would later find out that it was broken. Also in the gym class, standing
just a few feet away from Elliot was Mason's friend Cole. And yes, that
day happened to be Cole's birthday.
And so that's three birthdays, three broken arms, and one Cole.
This is a true story, by the way.
If you are a committed empiricist, you can Baader-Meinhof your
way out of this eerie coincidence. We see a connection because our
minds are primed for one. We are evolutionary creations after all.
We're designed to see any pattern that might protect us. Sometimes we
see panthers lurking in the shadows of our hallway closet, and sometimes we see connections to our passed-away little brothers.
And now a hypothetical. If this had happened to you, which version
of the story would you choose: coincidence, haunting, or miracle? Ihe

difference between a coincidence and the others is the difference be
tween math and theology. The difference between a haunting and a
miracle is that a haunting keeps on happening even if you don't want it
to, and a miracle never happens again even though you wish it would.
And so would you support the rational factions of your mind, and
leave it as a statistical improbability? Would you see it as a haunting
and wonder if this specter would return to break another bone? Or
would you see it as a miracle and accept the pain as the price of one last
connection and feel your little brother in every throb?
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Dinner in Diaspora
JOSH ABERMAN

After Frederic Brenner's "A farbrengen, gathering,
at the Rabbi ofLelov's"
A community of Jewish men
(dressed in black-and-white,
as though mourning
Kaddish) busily crowd
a dinner table for Shabbat.
They pick at what-food-they-have, like vultures.
After the meal, everyone's still
starving. The young boys'
stomachs growl. Their fathers
and grandfathers hunger too,
28

but unlike the boys, whose stomachs
loudly pray for more to eat, the elder men
have learned silence. With age, they've learned
to stuff themselves with HaMotzi, instead
of challah.
These are the Talmud's teachings.
And—
when the boys' beards
grow full as their fathers',
white as their grandfathers'—
they too will recite
Sabbath prayer,
starved and
in exile.

Don't Make Waves
SYDNEY MATTESON

The golden retriever stared at me from his place by Adam's bed, his
head resting between his paws on the blue carpet. I swore I saw it, a
Hash in the animal's dark eyes, as though he felt what I felt. In my chest
my dam resisted, fighting against the building wall of water. At the
base, a few cracks widened. Drip drip.
Adam's funeral had reminded me of a waterfall. Water on the
cheeks of his mother, his father, and his brother. Water that people
poured into plastic cups and discretely sipped in order to stifle their
tears. Water from the sinks in the bathroom where the women went
to touch up their makeup before the burial. Water rising and falling
behind my dam. The first crack formed that day. Drip drip.
My phone rang two days after. It was Adam's mother, calling to ask
if I wanted to pick up Max. Adam had written in his will that he wanted
his dog to be given to me. I could not believe he wanted his parents to
give away their beloved pet, but Adam's mother was relieved. The dog
was too much of a reminder. I listened as she began to break down, her
sobs churning the river inside me. Another crack. Drip drip.
I stepped into Adam's house, the smell immediately reminding me
of him. My numbness rang through the house like a bell. I called for
Max, but he did not appear. I opened the door to Adam's room, and
there he was, in his favorite spot beside Adam's empty bed. Drip drip.
The retriever only stared at me when I called his name. I grabbed
his collar, and he reluctantly rose to his feet but dug his paws into the
rug, resisting. I tugged and tugged, trying my best not to choke the
poor dog as I dragged him toward the door. Just as we reached the
doorway, Max spun on heel and raced back to the bed, causing me
to slam onto the floor when I did not let go of his collar. "Max, no!
I gritted my teeth and pulled at his collar again. The retriever barked
angrily at me, and I groaned back in frustration. Letting go, exhausted,
1 slumped onto the floor. I planned to leave, but I found myself sitting
in silence on the floor of Adam's room for a long time. Drip drip.
After a while Max crept forward and laid down beside me, glancing
briefly at me with his dark eyes. When I touched his head it seemed he
understood, that he was sharing the weight I had borne for a month
now. The cracks widened, barely resisting the restless water. Drip drip.
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"Max... you're coming home with me because ..." My dam col
lapsed. The tears burst forth, uncontrolled, streaming down my
cheeks. I felt something soft on my face and realized Max was licking
up the salt water. I smiled, and I could have sworn he did too.
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Tendrils
NATALIE KANE

Ghost Story
ULYSSES YARBER
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So this story takes place in Chauni where I lived next to the princess
of Nepal, with her big, green gate and her enormous, rowdy generator
that grinded and growled like the asthma of the streets and warded off
the blackouts that prowled the city, day and night, leaving TVs dead
and lamps lightless. These blackouts and their mechanical mates beat
in time with the languor of the monsoons; the mangy packs of canine
shadows rambling and righteous over the trash piles; the temples so
old that the familially worshipped idols, sanded and consumed by the
daily elements, prayer, and time, became ambiguous pulps of stone
amid lingering motley offerings; and even the royalty that had once
ruled the people, though the imperial generations had waxed and
wa ned, finally flickered out under the force of those that they tried to
master. And this story is a little bit about all of that. As all cities have
one, distinct body and energy, Kathmandu was built to be a mandala
and so this story is made up of patterns and shadows and societal
distinction and the half-life of a monarchy and the formless things the
locals could see, as well as so many other great and terrible moments
and centuries, I can never boil down to anything palpable or even true.
I nlike the blackouts, if the stories are honest, even the Princess
was susceptible to a deeper darkness that slinked through the back
alle\ s and bullied the locals. Part of me grew up with that darkness, the
one that my neighborhood swore into reality from the fairytales that
grew thick in my mind. These shadows, the ghosts of Kathmandu were
another vein that tied together the innumerable, inseparable muscles
and sinc\% s of the culture; the widows with their feet turned backwards
hunting young bachelors, the mushroom patches by the well, shaped
in an open, wanting maw, ready to swallow you whole into its brick
stomach, and the others that I only ever seemed to see in TV static and
under huge leaves in our garden. Belief was not hard when even the
grownups were scared, and because of my predisposition, I was pulled
towards the fantastic, moth to flame.
There are two ways to see what was inside the house across the street:
either entities had claimed the crooked hallways, maudlin doorways,
and even the tattered screens in the windows, as the owner urged us
to believe, or, similarly, a part of his own mind left the shadows with

teeth and the silhouettes with voices. My neighbor was convinced he
was cursed by an evil spirit. Or at least one of his hallways, which had
already been surrendered to the wants of the demon, and with caution
he had layered a variety of cardboard boxes, to sway any passage into
the corridor. Unlike most sinister spectres in that part of the world,
this one was summoned for a job, not grown from the curious fables
or aberrant jitters, by a shaman who was hired by his grandfather, one
hundred years ago.
He belonged to a prestigious, but now obsolete, family, his mother,
a general's daughter, his father, an American pilot, so it was not absurd
when he told us that his grandmother had jewels of her own, which
she had kept in the now bedeviled hall of the house. Because of her
mighty dislike of dogs, the grandmother implored the grandfather to
find some other guardian to watch over her treasure. After hiring and
firing a few guards, a shaman of dark magic was selected to summon a
spectral protector to keep the jewels safe from the hunger of bold hands.
A ceremony was performed, though the narrator did not dwell
on that—perhaps even the recollection of such dark doings fouls the
tongue—but it was told that a chicken's neck was split, and the blood,
the body, or the bird's soul, enticed the evil to earth and baptized the
hall with the arcane rituals of the dying art, and the control of the
demon was passed from the shaman to our raconteur's grandfather,
and the grandfather alone. The amorphic monster was for many years
peaceful in the shadows of its home, among the family's wealth, not
bothered by any intruders brave enough to face the ghoul.
But that changed. 'Ihe grandfather failed before his death to transfer
the power he held over the demon to another able warden and with his
dismissal from Earth, the control of the beast also ceased to exist. Ihe
family knowing this, ignored the hallway as best they could for many
years, not daring to sneak and snatch the stashed treasure. Not until
the grandson did.
One could see from the large, crumbling house, cloaked in a shroud
of ragged weeds and vines, the hastily peeling speckled paint, the
whole place stinking of long shadows, amaranthine dust and decay,
that the man needed money, and that the abundance that had once
blessed the family had dwindled and then ran dry. You could see the
desperation he had felt, and then as he spoke of that hall you could see
the fear that gripped his words, his body, his voice, and how it must ve
smothered that desperation easily when met face to face.
But you didn't have to just look. He told you.
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health chip
HERBERT MATTHEW DITTERSDORF
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her hands unfold her belt
she sits on the couch
she sinks into the cushions: red and brown, punctuated with flowers
the couch came with the apartment—the previous owner left it there
the wooden support that holds up the cushions is broken
it's been broken since 2003, the year after the previous owner bought it
closing her eyes, she kicks off her shoes, sighs with relief, and turns
on the TV
her pupils adjust to the light—the TV flashing—like a flash grenade
in a video game
closing her eyes
she pops open a bag of chips
she looks at the chips—the chips say, "real"—that's what they say on
the package:
"real," "true," "honest," "natural,"
like Captain Planet, Mickey Mouse, or Charlie Brown
she pulls out a chip and holds it up to the light
the chip smells weird—stale—deep green—leafy, limp
she thinks it looks like a rainforest viewed from space—little holes—
little areas where the light peaks through
the holes: the spots where the rainforest has disappeared—slashed
and burned
she crinkles her forehead and places her forefingers on the bridge of
her nose
she doesn't want to think about the rainforest
so she pops a chip into her mouth—
at first, her tongue feels bitter
then salty
she opens her eyes and looks at the TV
the salty and the bitter—
she feels around the insides of her mouth
she thinks, "Oops. I bit my tongue."
she walks into the bathroom—the light, flickering
she looks into the mirror—her raw nerves, focusing on her tongue
the pain draws her vision across her face

she notices purple bags resting under her eyeballs,
droopy eyelids—like a cartoon
she thinks, "most nights, I go to sleep too late. I wake up for school. I
spend the day at school, half-asleep. I go home.
I stay up too late, again, my mother says, 'You look tired, worn out.'"
she looks down at the sink and spits:
she tastes the blood in her mouth
she watches the water, falling from the faucet—she watches the water
dilute the blood
she grabs the side of the sink, spits again
she closes her eyes and thinks, "'real,' 'true,' 'honest,' 'natural."'
she spits again
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I'll be fine
EMILY WIRT

It's 2 a.m. on a school night
and I'm lying crooked on a twin bed
while Nick Jonas
waxes poetic
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juncture
COURTNEY FELLE

call me knucklebones—
sharp / crunch of your joints, the swollen

I want to be the soft

skin of the middle finger
each thanksgiving,

you show your mother
the fluid

circling&breaking&thickening&destroying
the body
sickening itself / I am the disssss
you can't roll your tongue over,
38

the soft-edged shapes and sevens
swirled,

rolled,

between someone
else's thighs, the white pills the

neurologist gave you

gnashed

into a powder on the bathroom / counter above your lotion-sticky
knees and the rolls of dollar
bills on the kitchen counter
that won't stay long.

/

Let me

go, you want to say,
except you're not talking
to me. you're talking to you.

you're angry at the mattress
again and yelling

/

cover me

/

to the ground you walk on,
above, below, below,
you say be low and believe
if you seeped into the dirt

/

enough

maybe someone could hold / your hand and it wouldn't hurt.
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The Night Shift
SOPHIA FORNWALT

after the farm,
before fourteen

Fluorescent burn on white carpet,
Rubber weight of microwave dinner
Stagnant in my stomach—silence from false answers
To why we left, and will soon return—
Why we won't see him until the morning,
Door shut behind him by seven o'clock, audible and echoing.
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Face to my bedroom wall, away from me and weeping—
The night before spent somewhere with someone,
Looking for the brown boy-cut waves and slacked lips
That told him no and threw the ring at him
In the parking lot, for the third time.
My hand placed on his shoulder blade,
Wits lost at loose ends, whiplashed from the drive
Away from our valley and my bicycle in the hayloft,
Wondering if I will ever get it back.

O is for Owl
LILY VALENTINE

It must have been a barred owl. It was not the lulling "whooo" that I
heard on cartoons. It was sharp, crescendoing and accelerating into a
fortissimo 16th note. WhoooOOo? Ihere was a nosiness in its cadence.
A demanding curiosity.
And the owl didn't know it was asking a question, or that I existed
inside the open window. It was just a barred owl, calling out into an
hour I was meant to be asleep. But I have observed a shift in my mind
late at night. It gets all loose and thinky.
I have only seen an owl once. It was too late to be outside, my mother
would have panicked had she not been fast asleep. 1he instant I got out
the door my head went quiet. It was cool, but I could feel the summer
air lingering. I climbed over the fence into the meadow, the tall grass
hissing as it swept my knees.
"Who," it said.
I walked toward the bony tree and looked it in the bird's glassy eyes.
It was brown. Exactly like the picture book that said: "O IS FOR OWL.'
But the owl in the book smiled. The owl in real life refused to blink.
"Who?"
Sometimes I lay awake and think about Aunt Nancy. Ihe doctors
wanted a lobotomy, a word I learned from my mother when I learned
about everything else: the special hospitals, the brain shocks, the re
straining shackles.
In retrospect, there were a lot of early clues. She spent far too much
time collecting canned goods for her bomb shelter in the backyard.
She was convinced the Russians had tapped her telephone, that they
were listening in on her messages from the library about overdue
books. She fell into "duck and cover" every time she thought she heard
an airplane. But everyone was worried about those things back then.
My family rejected medicine. The war had taught the men that
most things could be shaken off. So when Aunt Nancy saw Stalin in
the doorway, they told her to snap out of it. Eventually my cousin Oil ic
came to stay with us, and my aunt yelled at the Russian voices climbing
out of her ears.
Ihe last time I saw her was Christmas. I distinctly remember Aunt
Nancy sitting in the chair closest to the window. She wanted to watch
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the telephone poles, stay away from "the goddamn radio," and pick the
bells off her Christmas sweater. After dinner, I took a photograph on
my brand new Polaroid. I shook the film, and minutes later, I saw who
she had become. Tight-lipped with glassy eyes.
That night, I looked through an old scrapbook of earlier Christmases.
There was a photo of me curled up in Aunt Nancy's arms while she
read me a picture book. It was black and white, but I saw color in her
cheeks. Our stockings held our initials. "C" was for Carol, "N" was for
Nancy."
Downstairs, my mother was asleep beside Aunt Nancy in the guest
bed. But my mother was tired and calm, and she fell asleep long be
fore Aunt Nancy, who tiptoed through the house. "Who's there?" she
called. "Who's there? Who is it?"
It must have been two in the morning. But I was wide-awake.
The floors creaked under her steps. "Who's there? Who? Who?
WhooooOOo?"
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KATHERINE FRANCO
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She said, I'll answer with my own story
and I believed her. She suffered from
anthropophobia and being myself, I had
to look the word up and overanalyze
the etymology. Fear of man seemed
overly dramatic until I began to observe
the way she failed to observe me. I was only
a few feet away. We were in a room together,
and I wanted to let her know just how much I valued
her presence on my bookshelf. Towards the end
of the session, I misunderstood her (did she say
crows or prose?). I told you I was being serious
when I said that I used to think the solution
to this life was intermission. $6 bottled water
and bathroom lines. I used to have an intermission
between my two front teeth before
1 got it straightened out. I have straightened
out my arm. I can now see the vein
that reminds me of a chicken bone licked clean.

Real Estate Advice for Future Ghosts
DANIEL OLIVIERI

Your body, your aunt's body,
Your dermatologist's body,
Ruth Bader Ginsburg's body,
Are all cluttered with ghosts.
Trust me on this.
I majored in lhaumaturgy at John's Hopkins
With a minor in Psychology.
In the process of being a person,
People tend to set up houses for each other
In the suburbs or countryside of their minds.
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My babysitter Stephanie for instance.
I haven't seen her in decade,
But my mindhouse for her remains vibrant.
It's full of Stephanie-things.
There's a basketball court
(Stephanie is a damn fine point guard)
But instead of seats around it,
There's a nature preserve circling the court.
(Stephanie is a damn fine park ranger)
Fennec foxes, Western Screech owls, tortoises,
They all gather courtside to watch Stephanie as she
Blocks and dunks and shoots from the three point line.
1 have a spot for my cousin Troy, too.
Troy, bless his soul, is probably
I he only cadet at West Point
Who voted for Bernie Sanders.
His house is a military encampment,
But weapons are limited to nerf guns
And strategy training is limited to whether or not to invade
Kamchatka in Risk.

Whoever you are reading this,
There are mindhouses of you, too.
Your close friends have whole mansions
For you.
The atrium has a life-sized statue of Nerva
Because you always thought he was
An underrated member of the Five Good Emperors.
The refrigerator's crisper carries nothing but kiwi
Because you tear through them three at a time,
And eat the skin too.
There's even a library
Staffed by beagles
Because you always felt
They were a particularly studious-looking breed.
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If you ever die (most people do),
You will spend many afternoons in that library,
Helping librarians paw through graphic novels.
In the morning, you will snag breakfast-kiwis from that crisper.
At night you will whisper to the statue of Nerva,
"It wasn't your fault the Pretorians revolted,
They do that to everyone."
It's in the mansions and motels and condos of memory
That you'll spend your ghosthood.
My clients, they come to me worried
Because real estate
In other people's minds
Is real estate that's hard to control.
"How can I maintain my quality of life?"
"Quality of death," I remind them.
But in all seriousness
My professional advice,
As a board-certified psychomancer,
Is a rhyme:
Good hosts make good ghosts.

If you fill yourself with other people's houses,
And let them know the nooks and crannies
Of your personality,
You'll live out your death in a splendor
No earthly floor plan or blueprint or million dollars
Could give you.
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so easy to make monsters
out of the people i have loved
(harder to be honest):
PAOLA LIENDO

She runs down a dimly lit street and realizes that nobody
will be coming to save her. Here,
she is frail and loses what little she has
to a girl who has not filed her claws,
to a boy who is always too angular or
too invasive—painfully sharp.
She swears that one day she will return with bared teeth.
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She imagines that the girl's growls will turn pleading: "I
cannot help this creature that 1 am.
Please understand that I am not
your enemy. You are. If I am the explosive, you are the
radioactive poison after the bomb."
The boy will inevitably join in: "And
though you posture as victim, you and I
both know our truths; if I am
a burning apartment, you are not
volunteer or water hose, but the
nearby wildfire that threatens to bring this city
to its knees. No matter where
you go, this fact... you cannot outrun it.
Later, you will say, 'No matter where I went,
it was a part of me I could never turn off.'"
a Golden Shovel poem inspired by Trista Mateer

Soghomon: An Introduction
DANIEL HOJNACKI

"Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhh" read the first line of Soghomons work projected
on the whiteboard of his classroom. A jagged red line trailed under
the entirety of the text as if the spellcheck function were designed for
the express purpose of undermining the young student's artistic form.
But, if we may imagine ourselves in room 309 of the Execution Stenog
raphy department of the Muldaur University Press five years ago, we
would note that Professor Kurtzmann was doing that already.
"A noble venture," began Kurtzmann, addressing the hundreds of
pupils in the stuffy, windowless lecture hall,"breaking with traditional
form entirely. But if we give Soghomons latest failure, Harold Jalacy,
age 56, a bit of an autopsy, we can see a clear demonstration of why
those forms and traditions exist in the first place."
Such was the shock from the old guard of critics when Soghomon
Hagopian, the progenitor of the texts collected in this volume, first
showed the world his New Approach to Execution Stenography. The
class included many of the most recognizable figures in the industry to
day. Soghomon Hagopian was seated next to the eloquent, sallow-faced
Gavrilo Jovanovic, as the two had been friends ever since meeting at
age six at the Home for the Orphans of Dissidents in which they were
informed of their parents' transgressions against the state and were first
taught the cultural significance of execution stenography. It was from
here that they ascended the ranks of academia to gain scholarships to
Muldaur University and secure their places in the literary canon.
Before Soghomons work united the field, execution stenographers
had more propensity for civil war than any other artists practicing
within the borders of Our Glorious and Most Exalted Nation State. The
pursuit of execution stenography has invited controversy from within
and without since its inception. Accusations against practitioners of
this noble art form range from the petty ("they're not a real branch of
academia, like, say, philosophy or poetry) to the absurd ("they're not
artists, they're just flunky closed captioning copywriters whose sub
jects won't be alive to correct their mistakes") (emphases added). But
if one has read a masterwork death-rattle transcript, like say Sawyer
Glotfelty, age 47 by Lyudmila Ouspenskaya, then one certainly sees the
inherent beauty in this exciting mode of artistic expression.
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Wait wait please wait what are you no you can't (wails gutturally)... (contin
ues screaming)... (groans of anguish grow in frequency)... (groans grow less
frequent, lower in volume, cease completely.)
Some scholars claim that this early work of genius still has yet to be
surpassed. Its subject's words and noises are rendered with such clar
ity and sensory detail that the readers can imagine themselves right
next to Mr. Glotfelty within the stainless steel cylindrical walls of the
Elimination Center. One can almost feel the state-regulated drilling
instrument enter into the subject's skull and see the whites of the
executioner's eyes beneath his mask. After reading such a piece that
inspired Soghomon and so many others, it should come as no surprise
that our Holy Realm offers us such generous subsidies to research and
disseminate our work.
However, the profession's inclination for infighting is unparalleled
among artistic pursuits. Despite the above extract's singular beauty,
every word of scholarly criticism written about it draws a battle line
between factions that Soghomon still hopes to unite. There are Linearists, who believe that a series of sounds the subject makes that are
more or less the same should be included in the same brackets and
treated like a progression of sounds. They are, naturally, opposed by
the Splitists, who contend that each sound should be split into their
own bracket (e.g. "(high-pitched yelp)... (high-pitched yelp)... (highpitched yelp)"). Then, there are Punctuationalists, who believe that
commas and periods should be used between the subject's words, and
they are at perpetual war with the Polysyndetonists, who feel that a
lack of punctuation more accurately represents the sound of the sub
ject's parting words.
So when Professor Kurtzmann spoke of'traditional forms,' he of
course carried the prejudices of his own particular school of Holmian
Polysyndetonist Linearism with him. But in every school of thought,
descriptive words in parentheses have been used to convey the sub
ject's shouts. But the young and brilliant Soghomon, at the age of 24
and with no prior publications, changed the face of Execution Stenog
raphy Studies forever that day, introducing a new unifying style: Onomatopoetics.1 The rest of the audience, including Gavrilo Jovonovic
and the eminent Lyudmila Ouspenskaya herself on a visiting lecture
tour, did not realize they were witnessing the birth of a movement, but
they did know that the way they saw stenography could never be the
I We should note here lhat the old guard of Execution Stenography critics have been putting out some
nasty propaganda about Soghomon's former occupations. Ihere is a pernicious rumor that he was a

same. All of them, except for that frail, brittle septuagenarian van
guard of the Old Approach, Hume Kurtzman.
"The most glaring issue," said the professor, gesturing his arm at
the screen dismissively, "is that onomatopoeia invites troublesome
interpretations. If you had the words "screams in mortal terror" in
brackets, there could be no mistaking your authorial intent. But an "A"
with a trail of "h"s doesn't look to me like a scream. Its an exhale. As if
the man being drilled to death in the execution room had just gulped
down a particularly refreshing can of Coca-Cola." He mimicked a
refreshed exhale as loudly as his wheezing lungs would allow. "How
do you intend to resolve this problem?"
He pointed to the second line on the screen, hoping his class's gasps
were not of admiration.
i Ihhhgggzuuhrrennarrrrhhorlamalllakkkukktrejajugjug

"I intend to let our readership interpret the texts for themselves,'
said Soghomon, rising to his feet in defiance. "After the piece is pub
lished in this month's issue of the Muldaur Review.
What followed was nothing short of masterful. The young and
artistically undiscovered' Soghomon delivered his famous treatise
on execution stenography that is this author's unadulterated joy to
reprint.
"Friends, we are here today because we love this unique practice. One
need only quote a line like "No god oh god please god don't let (dismayed
writhing)" to remind ourselves why we toil away on our stenotypes in
the execution chamber for hours on end. But those old quotations have
their limits. There is a problem with our profession that we can no longer
ignore. T he number of convicts the state puts to death is increasing every
year. Every apartment tenant has a neighbor who was whisked away to
the Elimination Center. Even some of our most trusted friends at this
publication, J.J. and Dearbhaile Jalacy, are on the run after being accused
of unimaginable crimes against our Mighty Maternal Realm. The Jala
cy siblings were two of the most promising students in our ranks, and
closed captioning writer tor television and was fired after copying the German "Arbeit macht frei as
the hnglish "Our bite-marked fry." Let us dispel that rumor here.
2 Soghomon had at one point published poetry. Hisautobiographical narrative poem Broken Window is
a hackneyed and formulaic account of how he witnessed IheStrong and Holy Soldiersof Our Realm
arrest both his parents for dissidencc when he was 6 years old. His work failed to move beyond the
tropes of the dissident orphaning narrative, and he failed to hear his parents' parting words over the
sound of a nearby air raid. Ihe poem was rightly panned in critical and academic circles. Its lone
admirer was the ever-loyal Gavrilo. who was brought to tears by the piece and said This was just like
when they took my parents. They broke my front window, too."
3 We can assure the reader that Soghomon himself has never shared this shallow ambition,since his last
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they would never harm a soul. But last night, two of our Strong and
Holy Soldiers were found shot to death in their home when they came to
question them about their dissident father. Though we may much rather
turn our heads, none of us can deny the dark truth that this increase in
political dissidents signifies."
The professor and his entire class must have shuddered, for they
knew exactly what that unspoken truth was.
"We will soon run out of adjectives and verbs to describe their
deaths. And then each one will come off not as a unique representation
of death, but as one of a handful of tropes. The only solution is to ren
der the subjects' noises as onomatopoeia. No longer will each subject
be relegated to the tropes that the limits of the current system confines
them to. It is not the severity of the subject's pain that draws the reader
in, but the specificity. Every subject has a unique sound and we must
copy them accordingly. Kurtzmann represents the Old Approach that
writes that a man cries nobly and a woman shrieks shrilly when their
voices are the same pitch. The Old Approach that says a commoner
"gasps confusedly" but an aristocrat "sighs resignedly." Onomatopoeia
is the great leveler. There is no race, class, or gender distinction in the
piece you see onscreen. My new form offers endless combinations of
letters to depict our subject's suffering with authenticity and endless
interpretations to draw from them."
It was at this point that Gavrilo began to stand in support of his
friend, and Lyudmila Ouspenskaya, at age 75 was still infinitely more
progressive than Kurtzmann, snapped her fingers several times in
rapid succession to show her approval.
"Why does our professor stand for the social injustices of the Old
Approach in his critical writings? Not to advance the field, not to
advance this school and not even in keeping with the doctrine of ste
nography for stenography's sake. It is because he hopes his name one
day becomes an adjective one sounds smart saying.31 do not share that
interest. I am interested only in the future of our artform."
And so were the rest of the class, which voted unanimously to pub
lish his piece despite the professor's protests. A great session of verbal
saber-rattling ensued, after which Professor Ouspenskaya agreed to
publish the piece herself, staking her position within the university on
the strength of Soghomon's vision.
name already bears the " ian" suffix. The notion that he would want his theoretical work referred to as
"Hagopian-ian" tries the limits of absurdity.
4 There are some voices on the fringe of our society that objected to Kurtzmann s recent arrest and

What happened over the next few months is well known to any
educated reader who picked up a copy of this collection. The piece
dissected in class, Harold Jalacy, age 56, became the most lauded and
best-selling specimen of stenography ever committed to steno paper. A
new wave of Onomatopoeticists followed in his wake, including Gavrilo
Jovanovic, whose talents nearly equaled that of Soghomon himself. As
they were bonded in their youth by their orphanhood and dissident
roots, they became ever closer as the preeminent practitioners of the
New Approach. The quantum leap forward in the artform has been
noted in the critical essays "Blaawagkrauu: Freudian Influence in
Hagopian." by Brenda Silver or "Zatarblundaminaa: Foucault's Dis
course in Jovanovic" by Elliot Caron-Vera. An immortal line like the
following from Hume Kurtzmann, age 64A should demonstrate the
success of Soghomon's advances in the field.
Mine gotten him ill zurrrhhhennnnnarrhhhh
But if Soghomon is the medium's greatest innovator, he is also its
savior. The masterworks in this collection first came at a time when the
very existence of an audience for our work was endangered.
It may seem strange to have to address the ethical concerns regarding
the state-mandated executions. One is hard-pressed to question the
ethics of this wonderful institution, when the methods are humane
and the subject's immediate family is admitted to the showing free of
charge, a service that only Our Glorious Nation-State can boast. Yet,
there are those in this world who would seek to pervert the execution
process into an opportunity to cash in on the voices of the dead.
I am writing, of course, of the minimalist composer Sam Slote,
who found success by remixing the noises of execution subjects and
overlaying the vocal track of Kyu Sakamoto's mid-twentieth century
pop hit "Sukiyaki." The first objection any moral person should have
is that Sakamoto has long been dead and could not have consented
to the exploitation of his distinctive croon. Everyone knows that PreNation-State music catalogs can be bought on the cheap, leaving them
vulnerable to appropriations by those of questionable class and eth
nic allegiances like Slote. But what should really flood any educated
reader's throat with bile is the fact that this carpet-bagging death prof
iteer was in contention for the Zucco Prize in Execution Stenography,
which carries with it the state grants that allow our artists to attend the
execution, even going so tar as to suggest that Lyudmila Ouspenskaya gave talse information to the
Nation State against him to take over his position in the university. That, however, is irrelevant here
and we leave that for the Confession Analysts to pour over for their own critical discourse.
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executions and publish their transcripts. Slote was nominated on the
grounds that his music was a kind of "aural stenography that changes
the landscape of the profession." This high praise was heaped on a vul
garian who crafts the soundtracks to debauchery and overdoses across
universities throughout the Nation-State.
The awards ceremony was a watershed moment in Soghomon's
creative development. The two finalists for the Zucco Prize were Soghomon for the groundbreaking Harold Jalacy and other Selected Tran
scripts and Sam Slote for his musical artistic anathema. To the dismay
of the thousands gathered in the Grant Theater or Our Realm, Sam
Slote took the Zucco Prize and the funds that go with it. Rather than
make a victory speech, he simply played a sample of another song, this
one mixing Kurtzmann's sounds with Kyu Sakamoto's "Congratula
tions." His continued sampling of Sakamoto is surely because his was
the only musical catalog he could afford. The substances that inspire
his work no doubt burn a hole in his pocketbook. His trademark over
sized eyewear and one-sleeved t-shirt almost certainly covers red eyes,
track marks, and other classic indicators of his deviant lifestyle.
For Soghomon, Gavrilo, and any other self-respecting stenographer
or critic, the tape loops of dying prisoners in Slote s abominable pop-bubblegum confection sounded as if he had were remixing the death cries
of our beloved medium. Slote and those who wrote critical essays on his
work began to receive half the share of government grants once set aside
for our industry. Soghomon and Gavrilo knew they needed to act quick
ly to reverse this trend. One of them had to craft work of such singular
ity, such undeniable humanity that it could reclaim scholarly attention
and expose Sam Slote's work for the transient pop cultural afterbirth
that it was. Indeed, after Slote descended from the stage after receiving
his prize, Soghomon confronted him, telling him that "though you seek
to destroy our profession, I swear my work will revive it." Though it was
reported that Slote simply looked at him confusedly and continued to
sway to his own music, I'm sure the reader can infer that this is because
Slote didn't want the public to see how rattled he was in the presence of
one who possesses the greatness his work so crudely imitates. If you are
reading this introduction, selections of the work of which Soghonion
spoke rests in your hands, but as he said those words to Slote he could
never have known the misfortune that would inspire them.
It seems necessary here to explain the tragedy that accounts for the
sadness evident in Soghomon's latest work, which some have already
labeled his blue period. That tragedy was the murder of Gavrilo Jova-

novic after he took an ill-fated shortcut through an abandoned building
in Our Kingly Paradise Block C. We now know that he was killed by
his former colleagues, J.J. Jalacy, age 22 and Dearbhaile Jalacy, age 21
who fled as fugitives after their fathers justified incarceration. Both
are tall and skinny to the point of emaciation, have ungainly long dark
hair that makes them hard to distinguish one from the other and have
facial and ear piercings befitting a common addict or minimalist
composer. The evidence against them rests on a piece of paper from
Gavrilo's own stenotype left at the scene and a security recording
which was listened to once and destroyed for the safety of Our Realm.
We regret to reprint an excerpt of the steno record of events, but feel it
is necessary to explain the nature of Soghomon's current melancholy.
We apologize in advance to the squeamish among our readership, as
the stenography is unforgivably slipshod and inspires paroxysms of
disgust in the trained reader.
Dearbhaile: Are you taking down dictation? Make sure you only get
our words. We want them to know it was us but we don't want to give
them his words to use.
J.J.: I'm click-clacking away like they taught us.
Dearbhaile: You know, years ago the Nation-State used to get rid
of all the artistic types like you. Like me and J.J. here used to be. They
needed to distract everyone from what they were doing. Then they
realized all they had to do was make a new art form and you'd do their
job for them.
J.J.: You'd turn the terrors into a little book review.
Dearbhaile: They fatten you up with grants so you never question
how you get your material, you just wonder what those essays will say
about you years from now. We went to university together for three
years, Gavrilo. And if I'd have got the drill, you'd have bitched and
moaned about the dialect they gave me. You'd write an essay about
whether or not my screams had parentheses or brackets around them.
You've got to look up from your paper to see the real blood in the room,
don't you, Gavrilo?
J.J.: Bunch of humanitarians you are. Making sure our pa got a
proper transcription. Worried all about how they're going to write it
out. Didn't think to ask why they whisked him away in the first place.
Dearbhaile: Why they sent two Strong and Holy Soldiers after kids
like us who've never done no harm except to question why we lost our
father to the drill.
J.J.: They weren't so strong and holy when we were through with
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them. Papa always left some weapons in the house. Wary of home in
vaders, you know. Seems he asked some questions, too, which is why
they sell a book with his name on it in all the stores. So we figure to get
people asking the right questions we got to get rid of the people asking
the wrong ones.
Dearbhaile: J.J., do you think he's taken the hint by now that he's
never gonna leave this building alive?
J.J.: No, he hasn't. See, sis, they don't teach hint-taking at Muldaur
U, do they? That wasn't his concentration.
Dearbhaile: That's right, J.. No, Gavrilo, your concentration was
learning how to make little poems out of our daddy's dying sounds.
Wasn't it?
J.J.: At least that song they put Papa in had a tune you could hum.
(Whistles "Sukiyaki.")
Dearbhaile: So
Gavrilo Jovanovic, age 27. You're gonna give us a
recitation of your work. Maybe even add some extra verses, like.
Where any trained artist would have copied down the sounds he
made as he passed on, the two fugitives wrote:
HE SOUNDED LIKE THE REST WILL
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News of Gavrilo's death left Soghomon in a state of ruin. Anyone
who witnessed his reading at the newly renamed Ouspenskaya Uni
versity can attest to the anguish he expressed when he first heard that
his orphanage brother's life had been terminated. At the head of the
lecture hall, he was reading a particularly masterful section of Harold
Jalacy when Lyudmila entered the room, made the long walk to the
lectern that Soghomon was speaking from, and whispered in his ear
the news of Gavrilo's fate. Soghomon dropped to his knees and let out
a wail of unparalleled anguish. One reviewer noted that the audience
couldn't tell where the reading stopped and the sounds of genuine grief
began, a true testament to the raw emotion that Soghomon brings to
his live performances.
Soghomon could not escape the lingering species of grief that befell
him. On one level, Soghomon knew, as all our countrymen do, that
the dead body of a former loved one is nothing to grieve as it supplies
further work for the funeral parlors, cemeteries, and florists that our
Nation-State relies on for its economy. But narratively, Soghomon's
closest friend's death would fall into the overwrought and melodra
matic Silent Dissident Murder Victim trope with no recorded last

words or noises to distinguish him. Just as the unspecific, trite nature
of his parents' deaths rendered them an unsuitable artistic topic, so too
was Gavrilo's silenced demise such a common literary trope that an
accurate recounting would read like hackwork. This was a misfortune
that Soghomon could not accept.
From this lack of artistic closure, Soghomon suffered vivid night
mares for weeks. Every evening he imagined he was in Our Kingly
Paradise Block C where Gavrilo lay silently wounded with blank black
closed-captioning boxes swirling in the air around him. Sam Slote
would always stand nearby with his sound mixing equipment. In
Soghomon's dreams, he would have to watch in horror as wires would
sprout from Gavrilo's arms like I.V.s and link up to Slote's equipment
as he spliced together clips of Gavrilo's silent cries and the titular words
of Kyu Sakamoto's "Sayonara, Sayonara." The nine little closed-cap
tioning boxes would swirl ever closer to Soghomon as he would stand
bewildered at his stenotype, unable to fill the circling voids with let
ters. Alter one particularly violent nightmare, Soghomon awoke with
such fright and consternation that he manually broke every key off
of his stenotype in uncontrollable spasms. The critics who took this
to mean his career was over were mistaken. As anyone who has pur
chased this sensationally innovative selection must already be aware,
he was only shifting his style to give voice to his grief.
From that day onward, his instrument of choice was no longer the
stenotype, but the pen. While he had always imbued his work with his
own emotion, now every curve of every letter betrays subtle gradations
of human expression unlike that of any other artist in the industry.
Who else could pack such labyrinthine puzzles of meaning in such
simple lines as this one from Akaky Golyadkin, age 33.
Ahh V. knock torn see grotto Mowgli bee euurrhaerrrwasllthhhhh
This new style arrested the attention of this year's Zucco Prize com
mittee, toppling Sam Slote's latest abomination and leading our pro
fession to its most bright and fruitful epoch.
As much as we would love to end of this triumphant note, this in
troduction would be remiss if it did not address the lingering mystery
that troubles Soghomon to this day and accounts for the sadness evi
dent in every pen-stroke of this collection. Unable to endure Gavrilo's
untranscribed death, Soghomon sought out the one man who could
quell his worries. One security official had heard the security tape
of the murder before Our Most Valorous State Officials destroyed it,
and Soghomon sought him out for closure. Iheir conversation went
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as follows as recorded in Soghomon's interview with the Stenography
Foundation.
"Can you tell me what he sounded like when he died?" Soghomon
asked the security camera operator.
The clearly uneducated security camera operator's jaw went slack as
he made his answer.
"I don't know. I mean, he sounded like he was dying."
"But what did it sound like, specifically?" asked Soghomon, franti
cally clutching his pen and notebook as tears of desperation flooded
his vision. "Could you ... try and imitate it, please?"
"I mean, I'm no artistic type," replied the slack-jawed man. "I'm not
sure I could imitate it if I wanted to and I'm not sure I want to."
"Can you at least tell me if he had any last words?"
"I don't know really. Does a gulp count as a word? I think he might
have gulped first."
This tragic tale of unfulfilled artistry explains the melancholic tone
of the following collection and reveals the symbolism of its title: Gavrilo
Jovanovic, age 27.
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Further Reading from the Introduction's Author
Probes: Genetic Studies in Soghomon
From Woolf to Ouspenskaya: Feminist and Modernist Roots
in Execution Stenography
An Ecocritical Guide to Execution Stenography
Renascent Soghomon
Derrida and Gavrilo: On Totality and Equivocation
Soghomon's Nietzschean Ethics

Solstice
TRUDY WRONA

That morning outside my apartment window somebody screamed
aloud. The solstice was coming. According to the foremost team of
meteorologists, today, the longest day of the year, the globe would
stand still on its axis, we'd hop out of orbit and never return. The phys
icists agreed. The ecologists claimed they had warned us. Everyone
was weeping.
I walked down the hallway outside my apartment to check my mail.
Several apartments had their doors wide open to the world, less guarded
as the end was in sight. I passed Mrs. Wallace, in her room, sobbing.
A man was on one knee, comforting her, saying she'll get into heaven.
The lord won't forget her. Whatever.
"But what if he forgets Buster," she gestured to the english bulldog at
her foot, who was licking the floor intently. The english bulldog looked
out the door at me. Some said this moment would never end until the
Lord came and freed those saints, and damned the rest of us to this day
forevermore. That was one idea. Or that without day and night half of
us would go up in a putt of smoke from the unrelenting sun and the
other half would freeze in the forever dark. Mary downstairs said it
wasn't the apocalypse, but a spiritual reckoning by the souls of Native
Americans prompted to action by the Dakota Access Pipeline. She said
that animal sentience would be restored and man and deer would walk
as one. Buster returned to licking the floor.
"It's a nightmare," someone said down the hall. My TV said the
same things. Emphatic newscasters screaming over one another about
whether or not this was a Y2K, Mayan calendar thing, a sort of blip.
People on the television were flipping coins, casting their bets on
whether the Earth would turn again, heads or tails. Something in the
way the newscasters were sweating, all their sentences feeble, whatever
it was we all knew they were afraid, and in that way, little time, a slow
death seen from a far horizon, was the general diagnosis.
That's when I saw it. 1 wasn't expecting a letter. You said you had
left to find yourself, but you just didn't realize how different this new
person would be. You said next month you'd return to America and
you weren't sure we should see each other.
And I guess I saw it coming, everyone had warned me but I was
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still surprised when time stood still. For all of us. For me too. Even for
you. I can't explain how you can feel the absence of the Earth's spin
when you never appreciated its presence, but we all could. I could too.
Even you. The sky looked like a painting, the clouds still as if hung by
strings. The day stretched before me like the oversized map where we
had once circled all the places we wanted to see together. Now next
month would never come for us. Not for me. Not even you.
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sometimes i feel like a platypus
EMILY WIRT

you know when you just
look at a platypus
and you have to wonder,
"god, what were you thinking?"
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Sonnet—To the Unclear Melody
SOPHIE MORTENSEN

I J:ried to write a song—a melody
That vanished just before my mind could hear
Exactly what I wanted it to be.
A series of arpeggios unclear
Danced in and out and through my skull; it seemed
Unlike myself, forgetting such a thing
That I alone invented: I had dreamed
And wished with all my heart that I could sing
The obfuscated melody I heard
Almost as present, but not really there—
The visibility becoming blurred
As notes and lines were fading in the air
That stole the melody unclear and fought
To keep me from its writing and its thought.
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Voyagers
NATALIE KANE
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Sunshine
IAN BURNETTE

Activates the emergency exit in my head.
Rays enter, then deliquesce
around the three pounds of my flesh predisposed to love light.
Whereas
in another kind of mind the same rays coil.
I darken my eyebrows to counter the light. I meet M. at 16th St.
A man wearing a balaclava
screams from the window of his Infiniti: DUMB BITCH
I am. Most days
I'm afraid to revel in the sun—
DUMB BITCHES NEED SOME VITAMIN D, Stat.
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Temporary, like Achilles
CHARENTS APKARIAN

I saw faces stained with light in the silent hours of morning.
Something can't be fathomed here.
Pulled you from a crevice,
pulled you from a wreckage, pulled you out
to sea.
Yeah, I've been walking in circles,
and sure, maybe some stones turn themselves over.
Maybe she would have too, given the chance.
I'm in love with life when shadows recede
into themselves, and can be stuffed into a pocket.
I exist when the dawn fills a room.
I'll stand with my back to the wall.
Won't leave the wall unconsidered.
Peel off layers of skin, I 'll skip class today.
Find words to describe whatever
doesn't come to mind.
Plaster your body to a window,
unmoving and uninvited.
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Underlings
EMILY WIRT

As I walked protected through the rain
I saw the worms emerge
Struggling, gasping for air,
But all I could think of
Was how much I feared them.
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Winifred
SAWYER HITON

I wasn't an accident.
I was an unknown.
Do you really think they had high-tech ultrasounds in a makeshift
mission town in rural Zaire?
Colonization was in progress, my parents doing their best:
The Work of God.
So when they felt the bump in Mom's belly some midsummer's morn
ing, loud with heat,
they reasoned God and them had made a babe.
Just one! To squeeze into the stroller already squished with two.
It was Susan that they felt.
Her ardent heel or extrovert elbow.
I lurked behind and hugged Mom's spine.
Susan wasn't an accident.
I was an unknown.
I was an unknown until March 4th, 1958.
The most cloyingly humid birthday ot my life.
Out in the garden, the local zebras clomped over Mom's sundrenched
hibiscus beds,
chomped at fuschia flowers. What a day for those striped pests.
No one rushed out furiously intent on shooing them away.
All eyes on that tropic-rustic property were locked on Mom's
Body writhing. On her cot she heaved
with pain and life.
Dad, doctor, and midwife sturdied her slipping frame after each
contraction.
This next one here the baby must slip out!
And with a heave to end them all
Mom roared like a lion,
and my older twin emerged, shook an amniotic matted mane
and shook hands with the world.
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Dad shook hands with Mr. Doctor, and it was a done deal...
But the contractions shook right back
as if Susan's earthquake had shot aftershocks rippling through Mom's
feeble body and
while Sister Susan gurgled and giggled up at Dad, doctor, and mid

wife and
while they and everything else on Earth gazed down at their rosy
child and
while the zebras stomped all the order out of mom's garden
I rode those violent aftershocks
right out of Mom's vaginal passage
and wailed at The Earth for attention, cried at My Parent's God.
I was a fifteen-minute afterthought,
You can hear it in my name—
"Winifred."
I'm a clunky mouthful.
I'm an improvised formality.
I'm an antique from an olden day that never was.
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I never was given physical place or emotional space
so I never learned to ask for it.
The places I lived—Zaire to Arizona to Minnesota to Oregon
I instinctively gave to others—parents, sisters, brothers, lovers.
Gave them myself that I didn't know.
I quit church because He didn't know me either.
So I play-acted the sacraments
like the babe who never left Mom's garden.
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